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NOTA BENE
The representatives of all the four
organisations constituting the Interim Committee
arrived at a general agreement on the concrete
form and content of the Report presented here.
However, since April 1979, the Finsbury Communist
Association representative has chosen to abstain
from the work of the Interim Committee and not to
reply to its correspondence or letters from
fellow members.
Therefore, to avoid any misunderstanding,
the texts of the two letters from the F.C.A. and, in
repl~, two letters from the Workers' Party of Scotland
(M/L) as well as the Interim Committee's last letter
dated 16th July 1979 are published here for the
information of all concerned.
A list of letters and documents received by
the Interim Committee is given at the end of the Report.
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PREFACE
The British Mnrxist-Leninist movement is at present
split into separate groups and quite a number of unconnected
· individuals. .
·
The unity of the Marxist-Leninist movement into a single
organisation is cru-cial for the rebuilding of the proletarian
vanguard party.
The proletaria~ needs the leadership of such a party
in order to accomplish the various tasks necessary to bring about
·socialist rev6lution, the dictatorship of the proletariat, the
·.first stage of socialism, and to move on to communism.
·
..
The unificati<;:>:P_C>f the Marxist-Lenin1s..t mov~ment can only
. .be .· established by ·taking the standpoint ·o"f the international·
.pro-letariat, the exploited peoples ·_and ·oppressed -nations •.. ·· ...
: For.: those: with this standpoint., Marxism-Leninism Mao .Zedong· ·
Thought is the guide in collective democratic struggle, ·in
criticism and self-criticism and in thus resolving differences
·to? evo·lve a commori : ideological/political/organisational line ·
based on democratic centralism.
Upholding the Marxist principle of unity of theory and
practice they must collectively work out common concrete policies
on immediate problems facing the working class and people and
work out organisational forms for united actic;m..
:~

.:

:

.-

In the Marxist-Leninist movement there are differences on
a series of Marxist-Leninist . principles; on the relation between
theory .and ..practice, ori the method of democratic centralism,
criticism and self criticism for resolution of contradictions
among the people ; broad fronts and united front and proletarian
leadership, and the national question.
~l~Jf . ~ut

the key differences at the present time lie in the
1:-n-terpretati~n of the gen.eral gur'ding .line of the international
c:ommunist movement, -- Chairman Mao's Theory of the Differentiation
of Three Worlds and its application to the revolutionar-y struggle
in Britain . . In other words, there ar·e . basically tw.o opposite
ideological and· political lines - regardtng the principal
Qontradiction, the main enemy~ ·' stage of ·revolution and the main
political tasks, and many other issues. There cannot be two
correct and mutually contradictory opinions .about vital· issues.
One or other opin'ion stems
'from an incorrect
.
. class· standpoint.
we feel that within the .time or a weekend, the resumed
consultative meeting should concentrate its deliberations on the
key question - the ideological and political lines.
The consultative meeting should work out through a Unity
Committee a concrete plan for collective discussions on important
questions to arrive at a united common stand on how the class
struggle in Britain must be prosecuted, thus laying the
programmatic basis for a united Marxist-Leninist party.

*
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REPORT OF THE lliTERIM COMMITTEE,
MARXIST-LENINIST CONSULTATIVE MEETING
Introduction
1.
The Marxist-Leninist Consultative Meeting, convened by
the WPS(M/L) was held 9th-10th September, 1978, in London.
The aim and .basis of this meeting was explicitly stated
in the WPS(M/L) letter, ·d ated 19.?--.1978.
These are as follows:
(i) The "consultative meeting to consider how to achieve
unity of the Marxist-Leninist forces within the British···state."
(ii) "The basis of the meeting must be the. ·application of
the t _e achings of Marx.; Engels, Lenin, Stalin and Mao Tsetung to
the situation facing us, · particularly in the light of Chairman
Mao's Three Worlds Theory: and the increasingly urgent tasks which
follow from it."
·
(iii)
The basis of part.icipation was "equal status for
each organisation."

2.
..

(1)
Representatives 'from the following eight organisations
partic:1pated _in the meeting :
Communist Workers' League of Britain ·
Communist Workers' Movement
Finsbury Communist Association
Marxist Industrial Group
Nottingham Communis.t Group
Revolutionary Com!llunist League of :Britain
Revo-lutionary Marxist-Leninist Communist Lea~~
Workers' ... Party of Scotland (Marxist-Leninist) 1
...

(ii)
Observers from CWM, MIG, ahd RMLCL and WPS(M/L) attended
the meeting but did not take part in the proceedings. Bangladeshi
and Ethiopian comrades also attended the meeting but did not take
part in the discussion.
The Birmingham Communist Association, Manchester
Group, Working People's Party of Eng.la.nd,
Workers' Film Association and Indian Workers' Association (GB)
had also been invited. The BCA sent some suggestions to the
WPS(M/L) concerning the meeting, but failed to attend. The MMLG
and IWA (GB) did not reply at all.
Marxist~Leri1nist
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The WPPE sent a letter to the WPS (M/L) a tt_~cking the line .
it; was taking in the .documents 'Defence Against War' and the
Joint Communique and Draft Organisational line with the ' RMLCL,
and declined to attend. The WPS(M/L) received a belated reply
from the WFA just before the meeting requesting · observer status
•on the second day orily. Since their letter indicated-that
they were a broad organisation rather than an M.:..~L group, th'e
meeting agreed to turn down their request.
The Interim Committee has since co'nsidered the .
question of representation of M-L groups working within broad
organisations, ho'wever, and believes that these comrades
should be invited to participate fully in the resumed consultative meeting and propo~ed unity committee, not as representatives
of the broad organisations but as representatives of the M-L
groups working within them.
:. . ·· ~he FCA had initially indicated that it would be
unable · to attend on 9/10 September and they requested a
postponement to 30 September or later. The .WPS(M/L) passed
on this request to the other groups but advis·ed against
postponing the meeting as late September-October did not
suit them and it would possibly inconvenience others who had
already made arrangements on the basis of 9/10 September.
In the event the FCA were .able to come for part of the
proceedings .
(iii)
But for the cwrn·, . whose representative felt that the
Three Worlds Theory was irrelevant to the objectives of the
meeting, all other participating organisations considered this
tneory a9 the strategic guide on the international class
struggle based upon an objective analysis of the world situation
at the present time.
(iv)
The CWLB representative further pronounced the
consultative meeting a futile exercise. He added that the
CWIB s_tand is clearly stated in their document: "Hey, . It 1 s
Up to Us! "- He refused to express any views on the concrete
issues under discussion and departed from the scene even
before the first day's proceedings ·Were over.
(v)
:.· But for the CWI.B, all organisations mad~ written
contributions, besides verbal participation on the ideologicalpolitical and organisational lines for Marxist-Leni!!-ist unity.

3.
(i)
All seven organisations found the consultative
.
meeting was useful since it brought out the viewpoints and
differeqcYes among them into the open. This cleared the decks ,
for ideological struggle for a principled unity. The majority
felt that an interim committee should be appointed' to prepare
a report analysing the work of the consultative meeting,
reflecting the two c.lear lines that had emerged and mak:E?
recommendations to raise the polemics to a higher level ·
for further consultations.
The FCA, MIG, RMLCL and WPS(M/L) were of the view
that such a report should be collectively prepared by all
the participating organisations who should cons.ti.tute the .
Interim. _Coinmi ttee.
·
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The 0/M, NCG, and\ RCLB regrettably chose not to
take part· in the Interim Committee or share any responsibility
for producing the Report~
Hence, the method, analysis, conclusions and proposals
in this heport are the responsibility of the FCA_, . MIG, RMLCL
and WPS (M/L) w.h o constituted 'che Interim Commi tte~ . . , , . ,
(ii)
At the end of September, 1978, the Interim Committee
invited the participating organisations to submit any further
written material bes ides their published views for
consideration. Only the FCA submitted their . monthly bulletin
No. 165 containing the article entitled: "The Next Woi''ld War . "
(iii)
In view of the difficul t ies imposed by long di~t~nce
travel, ill-health of some members andother commitments , we
are conscious of the limitations in the preparations of this
Report.
Ho'V'lever, · if it does c:i.e&rly define the viewpoints
and the . two opposing . policies 1·rhich in our vie-;1 it does, th~n
it will be a pbsitive contribution in the struggle for
achieving Marxist-Leninist ~nity.

( i)
The treache17 o f the Khrl...nchev--Brezhnev modern
revisionist renegade · cl ique sj_nC8 the. Tvrentieth Congress of
the CPSU in 1956 v'las a b i g blm·1 t o th.o ga i ns of 'che October
Revolution in the So'fiet Union and a serj_ous _, though .temporary ,
setback for the re\oiution~ry struggles of the international
proletariat and oppres ::::ed people. ·
(ii)
Having usurped powe r in the party and state, the
Soviet bureaucratic courgeoi::: revisionist clique; on the
pretext of opposing :'the cult of the individual" launched
a vicious attack on -the great Marxist-tenl.nist Joseph Stalin ,
in order tc:i subvert t he dictatorship of the . proletariat in
the Soviet Union anc: sabotage ·the cause of .worli o!'oletarian
revolution and national liberation. · TO achie-ve these
nefarious objectives the Soviet revisionist clique unleashed
their counter.~revolutionarY. wares - -"peaceful transition,· .
peaceful competition and peaceful co- exi.stence," and "state
·of the whole people" and "party o·f the whole p eople . " Thus
they caused a serious s~ l it in t he international communist
movement .
( iii)
The· .Communist Po;rty of China, · headed bythe greatest
Marxist . of . the contemporary ere?.~ Hao Tsetung , boldly faced
th~ - chal~enge of the, adverse curre-nt of modern revisionism
with., the Soviet revir>ionis ': clique as. its core. The .CPC
laUn~hed . the - great .struggle !n the international comm~ni~t
movemerit for the defence and aC.y 3.ncement of the fundamental
principles of Marxism-Leninism;· thys prop e lling forward the .
cause of world proletarian r•cvolution and national liberation.
(iv)
The CPC resolutely def ended the Mar:;:~st principles
of proletarian revolution and 'the dictatorship of the .
proletariat, upholding the universal significance o.f . the ..
road of the Octob"e"r._F{evoiutTon and. the histor ic role of . th.e
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van~uard party of the proletariat during the whole period

of

fv-om :capital ism - socialism to communism.

~ansl·tio,n

(v) .
To . upho1d the unity of the international communist
movement, the ·CBC and other Marxist-Leninist parties
resolutely defended the common gener~l line (or prQgr~mme)
as expressed -in the revolut::i.O'nary principles of .the 1957 .
Declaration and 1960 Statement, adopted by the meetings of
comrpunist and workers parties in Moscow .
(vi)
The revolutionary principles of the Declaration
and the Statement are summarised as follows:

· ·

"Workers ·of. all co'uhtries, unite ; workers of the .
world, uni·te with the oppressed peoples and oppressed nations
oppose imperialism and reaction in all countries, strive
for world peace, national liberation , people's democracy ~nd
socialism ; consolidate and expand the socialist camp ; bring
the proJ,.etarian world revolution step by step to complete
victqry ; and. establish a new world without imp_e rialism,
without capitalism, and without the exploitation of man by mp.n . "
(vii)
This general line stood for "forming a broad united
front with the sociali~t camp and the international proletariat
as its nucleus, to oppose the imperialists and reactionaries
headed by the United States ; it is the line_ of . boldly arous i:ng
the masses, expanding the revolutionary fol"<ie,s , winning over .
th~ middle _forces and isolating .'tl:'}e
reactiona~y
forces. I! ; . .
. .
. ·.
'

. ··-=

(viii}
Th~ :CPC ·repud'iated <the treac-herous, .oo'tu~.ter-,
. .
·, _.
revolutionary stand of the' soviet - revisionists~ of tra.~i-round
co-operation" with US imperialism which the g cnerar · fine had. '
singled out as "the biggest internatiQnal exp.loiter, chief
bulwark of world reaction .and gendarme,. :--i?,ncf 'th.e principal
source.: of · world . war :a nd henc·e : the mairi _.enemy of the people
of the world. " _ ·
·
·
·· .. '

-<

(ix)
The CPC ·.further pointed out . that "The various types of
contradictions_· in ·t he Cont-emporary world are concentrated in
the vast areas of. Asia, Africa and Latin America ; these areas
are the most vulnerable areas under imperialist rule and the
stol'm. centre$ ·of world revolution; dealing direct blows at
~inperialism. " · ;: : ·~

'·'.
t

•

~

' '

"Tne. -n ational democratic revolutionary · movement in
these areas .and .the international socialist revolutionary
movement .,are the two great historical currents o,f our time .
The national democratic revolution in these area·s is an
important component of the contemporary .. proletarian world
revolution."
' -,
·.·
.
"In a sense, therefore:, thewhole cause of .the
international proletarian revolution· hinges on the · outcome of
the revolutionary struggles of tne people of thes-e areas, who
constitute .the .overwhelming m:8.jb_rity of the . world ''s population!n
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(x)
The CPC's document: "A Proposal Concerning the
General Line· of the International Communist Movement 11 dated
June 14:, 1963; was hailed by th·e Marxist-Leninist parties of
the world and other revolutionaries, as their scientific,
strategic guide in the situation after world war II; for
advancing the cause of world proletarian revolution and
national liberation by overthrowing world imperialism.
They undertook the urgent tasks of integrating the
Marxist-Leninist principles of the General Line with the
concrete practice of revolution in their own countries.
(xi)
With the general line as their weapon, genuine
Marxist-Leninists on the five continents waged resolute
struggle to root out modern revisionism in the various
Communist parties, and to firmly build them as proletari~n
vanguards. ·
In those countries where, under the revisionist
stranglehold, parties had degenerated into out-and-out agen~s
of the bourgeoisie, Marxist-Leninists gave a call for reestablishing genuine vanguard parties.
In: such countries, Marxist-Leninists formed new groups
and· organisations to carry out this task.
(xii)
In Britain, under the bureaucratic stranglehold of
the Pollit~Dutt-Gollan-Matthews revisionist clique, the CPGB
had completely degenerated into a counter-revolutionary
organisati.on,. and prevented any possibility of bringing it
back onto the Marxist-Leninist revolutionary road by struggle
from within.
·
(xiii) . The Marxist-Leninist groups, formed by those expelled
from the CPGB or those who .broke with the latter, along with
new elements, waged a determined struggle in defence of
fundamental Marxist principles ; proletarian revolution and
the dictatorship of the proletariat; · and denounced the
revisionist betrayal of the Khruschev-Brezhnev renegade
clique and .the CPGB counter-revolutionary leading group.
(xiv)
The. late comrade Michael McCreery played an ou:tstanding
role in denouncing the counter-revolutionary revisionist prOgramme
of the CPGB, "The British Road to Socialism." It was under his
leadership that the Committee to Defeat Revisionism and for
Communist Unity (CDRCU) · was established. The CDRCU gave a call
for the formation of a genuine · Marxist-Leninist proletar:i,.an
vanguard party in this country.
·
Unfortunately Michael McCreery died prematurely of
cancer in 1965. His life, full of promise, was tragically
cut short before he co.uld make a further contribution in the
service of the working class.
},i'pllowing the death of McCree ry whose leadership
and res6ti~ces had played a crucial rol e in thes e early stages,
the CDRCU failed to develop a united approach towards the
formation of a Marxist-Leninist party and soon disintegrated
into separate groups.
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These groups, tog~ther w~th otiw rs _. formed later,' contributed ·,
to tbe exposure 6f mode~n revisi6nism·:as minifested · in ' the
"three peacefuls" ·and "state of the whole people" and ,_,party
of the whole people 11 , but lacked a systematic grasp of
marxist-leninist theory based on revolutionary practice.
Although various attempts. were · made·-~over the next: decade
to bring the Marxist-Leniriists together, they failed to
give up their sectarian group me·n talities in ..the struggle
for a united Marxist-Leninist party.
To sum up:
·
(xvi)
The Marxist-.Leninists in Britain failed to integrate
the universal principles of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Z.:;dong
Thought to the concrete practice of the British revolution.
In other words, they failed to work out a correct programme projecting Marxist-Leninist ideological-political and
organisational lines, by applying the theory of revolution
contained in the CP.C document "A Proposal Concerning the
General Line of the - International Communist Movement. 11
The Marxist-Leninists confined themselves to limited
activities and have _remained numerically a very small force,
isolated from the working class and the mass of the. people.
11
Mass line 11 has· rema.'irted 'a " faricifu'i siogan.
(xvii) ' That is how careerists, opportunists and charlatans
like Birch could worm their 'way into the Marxist-Leninist
movement.
(xviii) In the ab~ence of a correct proletarian policy,
solidi ty··gf the party organisation and close links with the
working class and people, these o~portunists and counter• : ·
revolutionary elements relied on · 1 interna tional rec.ognition 11
to acquire spurious legitimacy, to dupe and win a number of
honest but inexperienced members.
(xix) . Once again, in the present riew stage of revolution,
British ' Marxist-Leninists are confronted with .th~ _ tasks of
working out a programme projecting correct Marxist-Leninist
ideological-political and organisational lines,by applying
to the concrete conditions of a second world country, the
general line of the internation~l communist movement, as
represented now by Chairman Mao's Theory . of ·the
Differentiation of the Three Worlds-.
(xx)
· rn the present objective si-tuation ~hen the British
Marxist-Leninist movement is split into a number of separate
bigger and smaller gnups, it is our COMMON TASK to upite in
the struggle for working out the ideological-political and
organisational lines _.
Only thus.can we re-~stablish a united Marxist-Leninist
proletadan vanguard party .to lead the British working class . L
and people to defefid their immediate interests as well as to .~-.-:
prepare .them for the overthrow ·' of the capitali;st system of ·:.-..
exploitation of man by man.
(xxi)
· In · order 't o carry out this common task we should
follow Comr~de· Mao Zedong 1 s ad,vice:
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11

When a task, ro matter which., has to be pe!_"formed,
is yet no guiding line , m~~hod, plan ot policy ,
the prin6ipal and decisive thing is to decide on a guideline~
method, plan or policy. 11
in
..
_. .
(xii)
It is/the above- mentioned his.torical background
since 1963 , that the Consultative Meeting took place on
September 9th and _lOth 197.8 with the task of bringing about
the ideological-political and organisational unity of the
Marxist - Leninist movement in the present new situation.
but ~ there

The adjourned consultative meeting is to resume
in order to carry out this vital task.

ANALYSIS OF THE CONTRADICTIONS BETWEEN
.THE TWO LINES
(i.)

The Method of the Consul_tative. Meeting.

It is appropriate here tq .indicate concretely i
the views of the participants reg~rding the process of the
Consultative Meeting.
The RCLB: "We can take note of certain developments
up to the meeting and welcome the fact that we are starting
off on a discussion ot: the ideological-political line of. the
Briti&h and world revolutions . This sliows greater clarity in
the Marxist-Leninist . mo'vement."
"We cannot put
without rebuilding the
pro,plems of the British
internationa·lly_ without

down deep roots in the working class
party. We cannot grapple with the
revolution and the class .struggle
that proletarian party."

"The meetin'g this weekend has had some mod~st
contribution to that work. There has been- an increased
convict:ion- that unity that will live can . only be -won round
a common ideological · and political line~ There has been
some positive experience thi~ w~ekend , for active ideological
struggle ; using critic~sm and self - criticism can narrow
differences of pol"itical line between organisations."
CWM : '~e think it is good that comrades are discussing
these things in a serious manner and that these discussions
are not -- taking place _in a_ sectarian manner with name- calling
and so on . ' It is an advance for the Marxist.:. Leninist
movement over activities in previous years and we do hope
positive results will come out of it."

Further, "I think all of us have been pleasantly
surprised by the way in ~hich debate has gone today. I must
confess, coming down with two hours sleep this morning , I was
expecting a day of purgatory, and it wasn ' t.
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"If nothing else happened toda,y, I -·do think that
as X said, we have pointed enough holes in each others :
arguments that we have definitely advanced our theoretical
and ideological understanding."
NCG:"I think the discussion today has been very useful
because it _r enabled us to mutually clarify our . positions suoh
as they are. And more important.: perhaps to reveal how ·· , . '.7
insubstantial the respective positions we have taken with
re:;;pect: to the three worlds theory. :are ; how lacking in
foundation of concrete analysis and understanding they
realiy are. I :am applying these remarks .to us as much as :
any other organisation.
"I think what we would favour is joint work of a
kind where-by a d.e fini te plan was formulated of
investigation and theorising and struggle on definitions.
But I am inclined to the opinion that there has been
a comradely atmosphere, a good exchange of views · today ;
that if we simply try and perpetuate that it will result
in disunity. One is reminded of the Joint Action Committee."
MIG:
"I think the ·question practically facing us today
is how can we take the ideological and political struggle
fo-rward, because in one form or another all groups have said
that th.e ideological and political struggle must come first
before organisational unity.
"I think that if we .make a comparison between ·this
meeting, as · the .last speaker did, with the :JAC, it is a
false comparison .because :P,t that, wfthin that forum, there
was very ~ittle discussion on concrete political line. In
fact as far as I can r ecall, there was hardly any at all.
"I think that this meeting, to a degree that the
polemic had started, the polemic on ideol.ogical and political
line had started before the meeting and has continued today.
I think that it was a significant departure from the forum
of the Joint Action Committee."
(ii)
l3ut for the CWLB, which considered the whole
Consultative Meeting a futile exercise, the other seven
organisations found it was a positive step .

.

The Consultative Meeting b e lied the apprehensions
of the RCIB and misgivings expressed in their first letter
of 19.7.78 and the second undated lett er to the WPS(M/L).
Th~ ·RCL stated: . (a)
"Your proposal (for a
consultative meeting of Marxist-Leninists - Interim
Committee) . is incorrect:
(b) "These bourgeois,
Menshevik tendenc i es (who will s e ize on any opportunity
to propose any form of organisational unity except
democr~tic-centralist unity ·and who are prepared to
demagocically shout 'unity' in order to avoid a principled'
struggle which insists that ideological and political· :.
'
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unity must precede organisational unity) will
undoubtedly surface . again at your proposed
consul ta ti ve meeting. . .
.;·:
(c)
"The view of those whom .you - have -invited
are so widely differing that there is no chance of making
progress towards principled ideological and political
unity. Instead, there will be interminable circle
wrangling and sectarian disputes."
- - (d)
"We. criticize the pro"posal that in adqi tion
other comrades can - come as observers· as ul tra-democra t"ic;
liberal and impractical and which opens the door to :the
type of demagoguery which we have witnessed in the · :p ast. "
( iii)
The. actual experience of . the consul ta ti ve
meeting proved : the cri tic ism of the RCIB wrong and: i t.s
misapprehensions misplaced . The facts clearly
·
demonstrated that the other organisations Which were ·
invited, did not initiate "interminable ci:rcle wrangling
and sectarian · disputes."
·_
Further, the attendance by observers did not result
in "ultra-democracy " or "demagoguery . "
The NCJ- felt that planned and thorough inves-tigation
on the national and . international situatiori would have to
be undertaken before a stand could be taken; that the
Consultative Meeting would be an inappropriate boqy to
undertake --such work, which should be· assigned to -:
"working commissions" as proposed by the CWLB(ML) - in
their document 11Hey, it's up to us ! "
While no
Marxist-teninist will deny the need for -thorough and
disciplined investigation, it is noteworthy that the
CWIB(ML) whose document published in June 1976 dec.lared
the need to . . . ~'undertake _ all the investigation necessary
for the drafting _of - a scientific statement on the international
situation in order to locate friends and enemies on a
global scale . ~· was unable to participate in the disc_ussion
on the international situation . . Nor is there any reason
why a Unity Committee established from the Consultative
Me e ting could not establish such working commissions.
The objections to the CWLB 's "Hey, Its· Up to Us" did not
stem from the proposal for working commissions to iriv~~tf~at~
certain questions but from the fact that the whole approach
of the document was dogmatic and s e ctarian and , apart from
listing some of the achievements of the - Sovie t, Chinese,
Albani~n , ·Vietnamese and Korean parti e s~ · was ' devoid of
any concrete analysis of the situation and problems
·
facing the Marxist- Leninists and the history of their
development . This superficial approach led the CWLB
to arbitrari].)y include in its list of M-L organisations
groups which evidently were not , and to condemn and even
exclude others without offering ani evi~enc e .
The CWM, on the othe r hand , _ believed that greater
progress would be made through bila tera], meetings --bcltwderi
groups ·of a basically similar uriderstandirig , ie. ;by
process of :mutual se1e·ction.
·
-' · - ;~
' · .1

a ..
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In other words; . the s t ruggle for unity would be closed to
certain "undesirable" elements, who - conveni.ent;Ly ... . wovld
not be present either to hear or answer the criticisms
made of them . · Bilateral meetings can of course break down
the fragmentation of the ML· · ~ovement , but clearly they
cannot be advanced as t(le correct forum for the struggle
to unite the movement as a whole .
_:_.. _ ..... .The CWM and RCIB objected in particular to the
.
participation of the FCA and RMLCL -.(as -well --a-s-·the· CWIB) ····
in the _name .of criticism/self- criticism • . Since .it was
obj~cted · tha·t such matters weJ:>e not on the agenda of .the
meeting it wa~ agre&:d that the whole question of . crfteria
for:- participation be followed Up and:· - ~t -o-n--the agenda of
the reconvened meeting .
Acco r dingly the Interim Committee
wrote to the CWM and RCIB asking them to substantiate their
objections in writing.
In brief, the Interim Committee pointed out that
criticism/self-criticism is a method of resolving
c'ontradic t ions among the people in which those criticised •:
have an equal right to be present and reply. The CWM and
RCLB ·were not really seeking to criticise the .FCA and RMLCL
but · to €~pel them , whic~ is the method reserved for
·
counter;..revolutionaries and sabote·u rs . The relatively
minor sectarian objections ·of the CWM and RCIB should -not
be allowed to obstruct the resolution of- major ques t ions
·
of ideological/pc li t ical line 'and the formation o;f' a urii ty .
committee . · · Unfortuna t ely the RCIB have allowed this. ·to
·
happen and insist on using the participat'ion of the FCA
and RMLCL as their major reason for boycotting the.
reconvened meeting_; · despite .their · agr e ement ~ nhat the
exper~ence of t he initial me;eting had proved positive.
(iv)· .: - The Cons.u ltative Mee:tirig proved a correct
implementation of the method of democratic centralism
as · taught . by Mao Zedong. . . . .
-- .
He sp.id, (a) There should be full O.emocra·cy both .
ihsid·e and outside the Party, that is, democratic centralis m
should be practised in earnest in both sphe r es.
(b) The question of what is right or wrong ,
what is correct or incorrect , in our work, falls under
contradictions among the people . Contradictions among
the people canno t be resolved .. bY curses or fists, still
less by knives or guns.
The y can be resolved only by discussion and
reasoning , cri t icism and self-crit icism. In a word, they
can b.e . .resolv.e.d. only b y the democratic method:;·· -by---letting
the masses speCl,'l{"()"Ut. ( In our case , l e t all the
org:a nisations . ~p e ak ou t , IC) .
(c) . ~
With6ut : dem6dr~d1 there pannot be . correct ..
concentr.a tion because centralism canno t be established ,
whef.k·'· people ·J:i.ave dive rgent vi ews and don 1 t have unity of
understanding.
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What is meant py centralism? First, there
must be concentration of . qorrect ideas. Unity or·
understanding·: of"· policy, plan~ comma!ld and action . is
attained on the baSi§ of ~oncentrating correct ideas.
This is - unity through c entr~iism .. · · · ·
'
·
;

''

(d)
If a matter is important, i~ ~us~ 'be · discussed
collectively, different opinions must bd 'h~eded, and the
complexities of _the situation and the dissenting opinions
must be analysed s eriously.
· · . ... . l '.
(e)
Criticism and self-cri tic ism is . a method~ it .is .
the method of resolving contradictions amon~ the people
and indeed the only method.
But if we don t have full
democracy and don 1 t practice democratic cei1tralism, this
method of criticism and self-criticisn cannot be applied ..
(f)
"Our centralism is centralism built on the
foundation of democracy."
(v)
Wh~t are the facts of the situatiori we ·are .facing?
The Marxist-Leminist movement is split into a number of
groups . ..·The_y -have divergent -views, includ-i ng on the most -.
im~6rtant · qtiestion rir: ideological arid political line o~
policy. · Centralis-ing of their correc.t views can only be
achievecl by a collec-tive democratic .discussio n , arid.
criticism· and -self-criticism, of clearly identifying
the differing views and policies .o f different groups
and thus resolve contradictions among them to achieve
uni.-ty stc:ip b:y- step.
.
(vi)
Any opposition to colle ctive democratic .
discussion amorig the M-L organisations oh pragmatic
pretexts or because of the existence of divergent views
is in fact a refu~al to practice democratic centralism. ·
(vii)
To sum up; the ·consultative Meeting is a corr_ect
form for collective democratic discussion of views and
policies, for critic ism and self-critic1sm for r esolving
contradictions among them to arrive at common - ideological/ ·
political and organisational lines for . achi eving unity.
This democratic-centralist process should be continued and
develop ed.
STRUGGLE ON THE IDEOLOGICAL AND
POLITICAL LINE
1)

Tb.e._ Tbr.e e WorldS ~-!I'heory and its . meaning for
·
· ca.mmuriist~>' :~in Brit a in-. ·,~_-·----· · .. · · · ·. -- -- ·

From the standpoint of the prole tariat, Marxis.tLaninists ask the question - uWho are our f~iends and who
are our enemies?" Without an answer to this question,
purposeful political activity is impossible- engagement
in the class struggle at best ' r eaches _the level of militant
e conomism.
·
· ··
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Quite clearly, unless we have a knowl e dge of the ·
specific contradict~ons at play in any situation and the
principal contradiction among them, whos e existenc e and
development determines or influences the existenc e and
development of the others, our work is aimle ss and we
direct our energie$' everywhere and nowhe r e . So our
understanding of what ·is the principal contradiction is.
fundamental to our analysis .of "friends 11 and "enemies 1t .
and therefore our ability to "unite all . those who can be
united. 11
·
•
'For some, the ~ontradictions in British socie ty
have been self- evident for · decades. To pose the questions
"What is the principal contradiction? 11 and _11Whq . are our
friends and who are our enemies ? 11 at this la't e stage would
be churlish. This is unfortunate. For without an objective
evaluation of the political forces engaged in the changing
situation, the 'leadership' is left b ehind.
·
11

The objective realities of world class
· struggle determine the proletariat's differentiation
of the world's political forc e s and the consequent
's tr;ategy and tactics to be adopted :Ln :the struggle. 11
(The Theory of the Three Wo-;rlds ;
·· .
P~ople's Daily editorial -~.11.77)" .
Some self proclaimed defenders of . Marx and. Lenin
regard these objective ·. realities as immutable.
'rh.ey fail
to see how the fundamental contradictions of the contemporary
world develop and are so reduc ed to repeating the 'tried
and tested 1 formulae · of the past. ·
··
Historical materialism teaches us that man's thinking
generally lags behind reality. As Marxist-Leninists, · we
have a duty t ·o ensure that ~urs do e sn't.
·
·
2)
The following introductory s ec tion is ~niy a
thumb-nail sketch of the development of the:; fundamental
contradictions upon Which Mao Is Thre e Worlds Theory is . '
- based. The most consi?tent exposition ._ o'f the . th9o,~y stil~
remains the People's D~iily editorial of 1.11. 77, subs equeptly
published as'"'a pamphlet under the same title . "Ch~frma~ ' t1aO.'s
Theory ·of the Differentiation o f the .Threo. Wqrlds is a ,,Major
Contribution · to Marxism-Leninism." We s hould howeve:n 'OG.ar
in mind develdpments tha·t hav~ and ar c t a ki_n g pl.ace since '
the article was written. ·· ·.
·
_.
·. ·
Lenin was the first l e ad er of the prole tariat to
fully comp-rehend the importaJ:lce of the strugglE;? _ of. ,.tQ.e .
oppressed nations again-s t imp_e rialism ·to _th~,-:pr.'c>'leta,rian
revolu~ion ln the d ev~lop cd capitalist. c ounJ;i'iie.s . · The
mounting struggles for national libc ration ·and social
emancipation c onvinc ed 1him of the, -~Jtimat e v~~tory of
socialism.· Incieed 'h_e _r egarde d ·suc h $trugg.l e S as a component
part of the world proletarian rev61uti9n and ,this .· lE?d to the
adoption of the slogan .' "Worke rs of· all countr.i~s .and
.oppressed nations, Unite . "
·
· ·
1
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This differentiation is the basis for Mao's theory
as the strategic guide for the world proletariat and
peoples of all countries in resisting supe rpower hegemony
and advancing towards socialism.
As a general line for th~ 1:nte rnational· communist
movement the Three Worlds Theory should - and does - clearly
indicate the principal contradiction, the main enemy, the
stage of revolution and the general tasks. However, two
lines have developed on these issues and hence on the :: .
theory itself. We have tried to reflect the main
differences on these fundamental issues in the following
resume of the discussion.
3)
While the CWM/FCA/MIG/NCG/RCLB/RMLCL/WPS all declared
their agreement that the Three Worlds Theory was a powerful
ideolog-ical weapon and a correct guide for · the international
. Marxist-Leninist communist movement not just in the struggle
against hegemonism but in the struggle for the liberation
of all nations from imperialism, for the .)3_o cialist
revolution, the dictatorship of th ~ proletariat and
communism, there were two different lines over the crucial
question of how the theory should be interpreted and
applied particularl~ to t~~ $ituation in Britain.
··- -···

..... . .

-

~

-·

...

-- ·--·- ·- rt .wouid. -· h.ave been desirable to reveal all the
differences b e tween those sharing the same basic line, but
this Report concentrates on drawing the line of demarcation
between
the
two lines which emerged.
l
..
. , ·.. Finally, unless otherwise stated, th~ passages
in inv~rt~d commas are from the Peoples Daily Editorial
of 1.)1. 77 ~ ·
t

·'

"Tremendous changes in the present day international
situation and the daily growth of th~ people's
strength in ·different countries and of the factors
'·.for revolution demand a new classification of the
world's political forces, so that a new global
strategy can b e formulat ed for the international
proletariat and the oppressed people according to
the new r e lationship .pe tw een ourselves, our friends
and our enemies. n Chairman Mao's theory of the
Three Worlds mee ts pre cis.e ly this demand."
4) On the ,Ihtern9,tional Class Struggle and the .
Printii~~l

Contradiction in the World.

-------------------------------------------FCA:MIG :RMLCL:WPS(M/L}
The Three Worlds theory first posits the main or
principal contradiction in the contemporary world as betwe en
the people of the whol ~ world on the one hand and the two
hegemonist powers on the · other, and recognis es that the
central problem in worl!:i affairs results from contention
between the two sup erpowers..
·,'·
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But secondly, it -regard's Soviet soqial' i'mp;erial'ism as
posing the greates·t menacie '/·to world peace and the
indopendence of. all countries - · thus · diff~rentiating
between the superpowers in the First World·. Th (~ refore,
although both superpowers are the "arch enemies of the
international working class" - Soviet social imper:Elism
is described as "the primary target"." . The RMLCL/WPS(M/L)
joint .communiq;u e pays particular attention to the latt~r reflecting the development of the present situatiQ.I). ., · .: ·
"Soviet social-imperialism is the ma1:n criemy of tJ1X~ ; p~opT'c's
of the world at the present time."
' ·- ·' ' · .\
. .....
r·~ . .

C'v'lM: NCG : RCIB
The main enemies of the people-s of th~ world are
the two superpowers ; the main for9e opposing them is the
Third World and so the principal c<;>ritradiction in the
world ·(in the view of the NCG and RCLB) lies between
the oppressed -nations of the Third World and the
Superpowers~
·
·
On the Relationship Between International Class Struggle
and National (ie. Domestic) Class Struggle
--------------------------------------------------~-----. -

C'v'lM :

NCG :

RCIB

.'

The Three Worlds theory is a strategic guide for· the
conduct of international class struggle, rather than domestic
class struggle. The fundamental question for theproletariat
in developing a strategy for the latter, particularly in the
advanced capitalist countries is "Who holds state power?"
Whose class interests does the economic base serve and who
controls th~ state forces of repression.
"Invariably, in the vast majo.r ity of cases,
if not in every case in the world~ the principal contradiction
is not with the two superpowers."
(RCLB ' speak~r)

.: ·
It was said that c·o ntradictions·· exis-t between the
class struggle in each country and the class struggle which
takes place internationally, and that the! Three World Theory,
although helping us to distinguish between friend and enemy
on a world scale, doesn't necessarily help us to see who are
friends and enemies in each country.
"We must not forget tne class struggle in Britain
while grasping the Theory of the Three Worlds." (RCIB)
FCA:

MIG:

RMLCL: ·wps (M/L)

While recognising that the Three __\furlds
Theory considers the · world situation as a Wh61e; the
fundamental change in the balance of world forces has had
a decisive impact upon the internal class str'u ggle and
exerts a very strong influence upon the development of the
internal contradictions.
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The three Worlds Theory helps us to distinguish
friend from enemy not only on the world ·scale,but nationally
also:
"The Three Worlds Theory is ·a weapon of class
struggle. In the international arena the relations between
states constitute -the international class struggle and the
principal forces are the superpowers on the one hand and ·
the countries of the Third World on the other.
· ·"In the national context, the class struggle exists
independent of our will and the two main class forces are
finance capitalists and the industrial proletariat. The
national class struggle is oonditioned by the international
situation ; · it is in fact inseparable from the global class
struggle."
(MIG)
This is particularly the case in Europe - the focal
point of Soviet social imperialism's strategy for world
domination. Mao's theory has relevance to the conduct of the
class struggle nationally precisely because it is · a
comprehensive summing up of the various fundamental
contradictions in the contemporary world.
"Where our dogmatists err on the question (of
cognition) is that on the one hand they do not
understand that we have to study the particularity
of contradiction and know the particular essence
of individual things before we can adequately lq).ow
the universality of contradiction and the common
essence of things and that, on the other hand, they
do not understand that after knowing the common
essence of things, we must go further and· study
the concrete things that have not yet been studied
or have only just emerged. Our dogmatists are
lazy bones. They refuse to undertake any painstaking
study of concrete things, they regard general truths
as emerging out of the void, they turn them into
purely abstract unfathomable formulas, and tbereby
compl e tely deny and reverse the normal sequerice
by which man comes to know truth. Nor do they .
understand the interconnection of the two processes
in cognition - from the particular to the general
and then from the- general to the particular. They
understand rnthing of the Marxist theory of knowledge."
(Mao - On Contradiction)
5) On the Second World in General and Britain iri Particular·:
It's role in the International Class Struggle
-----------------~-------------------------------~------

FCA:

MIG:

RMLCL: ·-·- WPS (M/LY

"In th€ . era of imperialism the struggle of the
imperialiim is part ~nd parcel
of the world proletarian socialist revolution and so, at
the present time, is the struggle of the second world
countries against superpower hegemonism."
(WPS(M/L) --reply to RCLB and NCG)

oppress~d natibhs . again~t
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The developed capitalist countries of the
Second World -have a dual character 1 standing in contradiction with both the First and the Third World. However,
their position in the world is becoming increasingly
determined on the one hand by the struggles of the
oppressed countries and nations of the Third World for
national .liberation, political and economic independence,
and on the other, by the increasing interference and
threats by the Sup erpov.;ers, particularly Sovi e t social
imperialism. .The main trend is therefore unity of all
the -forces in the world in stepping up the struggle against
superpower hegemonism.
. In other words, the contradi c tions be·tween
the Second World and Superpower hegernoriism become dominant
and thos e between the Second World and the oppressed
. nations ~econdary and subordinate.
CWM :

NCG :

RCLB

A united front of the world's peoples against the
Superpowers does not includethe monopoly imperialist
bourgeoisie in a Second World country such as Britain.
The British monopoly capitalist class are a parasitic
excresance which should be removed.
The 1 oppression' suffered by the Second World
merely consists .of t he denial by the Superpowers of the
chance to oppress others as much as they would like. The
contradictions bet~1e en the First an<;i Second World do not
signify a relationship _of . oppression •.. "The class nature -of the British imperialist
. bourgeoisie determines that Britain plays ·a very servile
~ole to both US imperi~li ~ m and Soviet social imperialism
- wh.ile· cent-inuing··'t6-·:try ..t6 exploit and op ." ress the nations
of the Third World 'in~itrea<t··ar··ally'ihg with - th·e·m·against
the two superpowers ... "
( RCLB)

6)

"Britain is . one of the least likely candidates among the
Second World countries for a united front of Second and
Third World countries against suparpower hegemonistn."
·
(NCG)
On the Principal Contradiction in Britain and the
Stage of Revolution
-----------------------------------~--~----------

It can _tn~refore . clearly be se-en - tha-t- -the
understanding communists h~ve of the international
situation is fundamental to their analysis oro:i the domesti c
situation and the t a sks which the y s e t thems e lves as
leaders of the proletariat. This understanding is
reflected in the political line and th e c.on~rete policy
proposed, . by. which , measure the would-be l e ad ers may be
judged. ·.
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CWM:

NCG:

RCIB

The principal contradiction in Britain lies
between the British monopoly capitalist bourgeoisie and
the proletariat.
"In Britain today does it really conform to facts
to say that the contradiction between the people and Soviet
social imperialism plays the leading ana decisive role?
No. Events in Britain are not mainly determined by this
contradiction. On th~ contrary, events in Britain are
overwhelmingly determined rather br,*the British impe~ialist
bourgeoisie and the working class.'
(RCLB)
*(the contradiction between)
"The monopoly capitalist class of Britain
is still the main enemy of the British working class, the
enemy it struggles with every day. Thus the main
contradiction in Britain is between the British monopoly
capitalist class and the proletariat." (CWM)
"The main internal enemy of the working class in Britain
is the British monopoly capitalist class." (NCG)
The contradiction between the people of Br+tain
and the Superpowers is an important but secondary
contradiction, and the correct ·.and dialectical way to
integrate the struggle against the Superpowers with the
class struggle is to treat the struggle for national
independence as an important but subordinate part of the
socialist revolution and that the best contribution ·the
working class in Britain can make to the world united front
is to seize state power.
FCA:

MIG:

RMLCL:

WPS(M/L)

In Europe in general and Britain in particular, a
revolutionary situation does not exist. The situation may
be "ripe" for revolution in as much as monopoly capitalism
as a mode of production is holding back the development of
the forces of production, that the economic system is
subject to periodic crises of an ever deepening nature,
that the capitalist· class is forced increasingly to
intervene through the state apparatus and unable to
guarantee the livelihood of the working class and people
that live under its domain~ that as a political and
·
social·: system it stifles the growth of man's consciousness
and )·s· :based upon an antagonism of class interests that
is 1rrec·o ncilable. In these senses the situation has been
"ripe" for revolution since the time of Marx and Engels.
But the monopoly capitalists are still able to
govern, and even though they can less and less continue to
govern in the old way, their political hegemony hasyet to
be challenged by an organised proletariat led by a mass
revolutionary party.
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Similarly, it is not disputed that the countries
of Western Europe face an increasing threat from the Soviet
Union of aggression and possible annexation~ Such an
eventuality would deny the peoples of Western Europe the
right to determine their own future - and almost
certainly postpone the advent of s.ocial revolution.
For there can be little doubt that Soviet social imperialism
would unleash a. ruthless suppression -of Marxist;...Leninists
and progressive··. people in Western Europe. '
In resisting Soviet social imperialist aggression,
there is therefore · a common interest between what·are
basically antagonistic class forces within the advanced
capitalist countries.
"Therefore while rallying the broad masses in the
sharp struggle against oppression and exploitation by
domestic monopoly capital and for democratic rights and
a better life, the proletariat in the Second World
countries must hold high the banner of national
independence, stand in the van of resistance to the
threats of aggression from the two Superpowers, and
especially from Soviet social imperialism and under ·
certain conditions unite with all those who refuse to
succumb · to Superpower manipulation and enslavement
and actively lead or take part in the ·struggle. This
will also help promote the revolutionary situation in
these countries." (Peoples 'Daily Editorial, 1.11. 77).
So it is correct to say that the stage of
revolution in Britain is that of:"the defence and consolidation· of independ-nce
against the two Superpowers"
(FCA)
"although historically, from the point of view
of the proletarian world revolution, the next stage of
the ·development of productive forces, of social development,
of the .relations of production- will be that the working
class will overthrow the bourgeoisie and a classless society
will be established through the stage of the dictatorship
of the proletariat."
(RMLCL speaker)
·
Upon Unity and Struggle ; a United Front Against
Superpower Hegemonism in Defence of Independenc-e

------------------------------------------------What are .the possibilities for the proletariat

to
form a united front with other classes in Britain against
Superpower hegemonism and under what "certain conditions"
should it unite with all forces refusing to succumb to
superpower hegemonism~
FCA:

MIG:

RMLCL:

WPS (M/L)

A united front against Superpower hegemonism· must
include those elements within the monopoly capitalist
bourgeoisie whose interests are directly threatened by
-20-

by Superpower contention for Europe. As this · threat
comes principally from S.o viet social imperialism., we
must distinguish between their support·e rs here.·
'~ithin this united front both at the
internatfonal and national ·level., the proletariat
must maintain its independence and initiative."
(RMLCL/WPS(M/L) Joint Communique)

"Certain conditions means primarily that the
working class must put certain conditions on its cooperation
with the bourgeoisie, ie. it is not a policy of all unity
and no· struggle • .".
.
The ~onditions put forward in the joint WPSML/RMLCL
communique are defence of national independence., . respect
for the Third World., democracy and the living standards
of the mass of the people."
"Furthermore. both the united front and these
conditions on which it depends can only come about as a
result of the proietariat stru~gling with the bourgeoisie ·
to bring them about."
(WPSML Reply to NCG and RCLB)
The fundamental facts upon which the proposal of
a united front is based are that Soviet · social imper'ialism
is bent upon reducing all Europe to a colony and Eur·o pe 's
revolutionary forces, and Britain's in particular, still
have serious weaknesses.
The focus of the struggle with the British
bourgeoisie is the streng·t hening of national independence:
(1) by ensuring the maximum mobilisation of the people to
counter aggression by struggling for a self-reliant economy
to meet the peoBle 1s needs including that of national
..
defe~ce and (2) by opposing appeasement policies.
· .
"Without tbe material basis for independence,
national sovereignty is a pipe dream. · A ·self reliant .
economy., one which in the main can meet the peeds of the
people in Britain and enable us to conduct mutually
beneficial trade with other countries, rather than to
rely on the import of essentials, is central to our
ability to plan our own future."
(MIG)
The other European states both ~ithin and outside
the EEC are all potential members of the united front and ·
therefore this will necessitate closer political., economic ..
and military cooperation between them.
Our position towards the u .. s., which is
strategically on the defensive, must be different from
our attitude to Soviet social imperialism. While
endeavouring to strengthen European self reliance., we
should recognise that u.s . .imperialism is a force which
can be utilised in the defence of Europe. The content of
the struggle against u·;s. hegemonism will be determined
accordingly~~-
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"in order to strengthen the economic,
political and military unity of the European countries 1
the main focus of Soviet social imperialist designs and
superpower contention, Whether within the European
Economic Community or outside, the democratic and
patriotic forces must fight against the hegemony of ·
US imperialism to achieve relations of· equality and
mutual benefit."
(WPS(ML/RMLCL Joint Communique)

CWM:

NCG:

RCIB

Recognition that the principal contradiction in
Britain between the proletariat and bourgeoisie necessarily
implies that our efforts should be primarily directed to
resolving this contradiction.
"You talk about uniting with our own bourgeoisie.
This is something we should never do. In certain
circumstances, s·uch as an invasion by the Soviet Union,
it would be correc·t to -make - an alliance with the bourgeoisie,
or · to build a united front with all elements of the ruling
class who take a stand basically favourable to the people .•.
Should conditions· . .. be put forward for the united front
be won, we should still not 'unite' with the bourgeosie,
only cooperate. "
( CWM)
The RCIB, on the other hand, whilst not wishing
to write off the possibility of a united front which
includes the bourgeoisie, nevertheless feels that it would
be "a severe right opportunist error" to put forward this
proposal now.
Until the proletariat has grown considerably
stronger in its leadership, .a unity with the bourgeoisie will
be a relationship of complete subordination to it, and will
only serve to make the already strong party stronger. The
concept'of the united -front of the worlds' peoples does not ·
imply that· the bourgeoisie in the Second World countries
such as Britain will form any part of that united front.
National independence will only -be ·gained for
Britain under socialism:"We would consider . for example that there are
very grave dangers that any serious attempt at national
independence by the British bourgeoisie in its monopoly
state, in its international monopoly state, could only
be done in exchange for crushing restrictions on the
liberties of . the working class •.•
That coercion will come in the form of fascism."
(CWM speaker)
In 'conclusion the Interim Committee, while .
reiterating its commitmen·t to the iriterpretation . of ·the
Three Wor~ds Th~ory outlined above in the FCA/MIG/RMLCL/WPS .
position, ·suggests that 'the polemic on these questions ·can be
developed to a higher level through the concrete application
of the Three Worlds Theory to the development of specific
policies on immediate problems facing the working class and
its allies.
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DRAFT PROPOSAlS FOR REPORT 'ID RECONVENED · M-L

MEETDm

~-----------------------------·---~----------~------

In order to unite all Marxist-Leninists in a single
proletarian vanguard party based upon democratic
centralism and taking into account the particular features
of Britain as a multinational state; for the implementation
of the agreed general line for a broad united front to
oppose the menace of Soviet social-imperialism and superpower hegemonism; to defend national independence and
democracy and promote social progress; and thus advance
towards the socialist revolution 1 dictatorship of the
proletariat and communism 1 it is agreed that:1)
as the first step towards this 1 in order to
centralise corr~ct ideas on the basis of democracy and
overcome sectarianism and small group mentality 1 to
establish a Unity Committee consisting of leading cadres
from each participating organisation on the b~sis of equal
representation;

2)
that the first task of the Unity Committee be· to
draw up a statement on the general ideological 1 political
and organisational line on the basis of the discussions at
the consultative meeting for submission to the participating
organisations; that the common line having beeh agreed 1 all
majority decisions of the Unity Committee will be binding
on the constituent organisations without prejudice to· the
right of any minor+ty to reserve its position and express
its opinions;
·
·
3)
that the Unity Committee establish a Secretariat
to facilitate and expedite its work between committee
meetings;

4)
that the Unity Committee strive to lead and
co-ordinate the activities of the member organisations on
the basis of the agreed general idedbgical 1 political and
organisational line ;

5)
that 1 as well as the maximum · programme ~ for
socialist revolution 1 the dictatorship of the proletariat
and communism 1 the Unity Committee draw up a detailed
minimum progra~me for the ·Party on the basis.of
investigations to develop specific policies to guide the
working class .in their immediate struggles against monopoly
capital on t0e following questions:(a)
the struggle to build and lead a broad united
front of all those opposed to the menace of Soviet socialimperialism and and superpower hegemonism 1 their socialfascist fifth column and all policies of appeasement 1 in
order to defend national independ~nce and sovereignty;
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b)
the struggle to defend and extend democratic
rights and liberties and · for the democratisation of ..
the state at all levels for the maximum participation
of the people;
c)
the struggle to develop a working class economic
. and industrial policy which will push for the fullest
possible utilisation, on the basis of self-relfance,
of our dumestic, industrial, agricultural and scientific
potential in the interests of national independence and
the welfare of the people;
d)
the struggle for the right to national
self-determination,including the right to. secession and
the formation of independent states,· for the peoples
of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales·,by establishing
democratic self-government within a voluntary federal
union;
·
e)
the struggle to strengthen and democratise
defence on the basis of maximum mobilisation of the
people against aggression;
f)
the struggle to defend trade union rights and
. defeat bureaucracy and so c ial-fas c.ism within .the unions ,;
. · g)
the struggle against racism and racial
discrimination in the fields of immigration,· employment,
housing etc., as well as against the propaganda and
violenc·e of the racist-fascist organisaions, and for
the protection of national, religious and racial
minorities ;
. h) · . · the struggle for the revolutionary and
patriotic education and organisation of students and
youth;
i)
the struggle for equality for women at work,
in the home and in all spheres of life;
j)
the struggle to support and unite with the
peoples and countries of the Third World against
hegemonism,·imperialism; colonialism, neo-colonialism,
racism ·and zionism~ and for a new . international economic
order~ together With their struggles for national
liberation, · democracy and · social progress;

k) ·
· the struggle for the economic, political ·and
military union of the Europe an·· peoples and countries,
including the EEC, in cooperation with other second
world countri$ and the USA, on the basis of independence,
equality, mutual benefit and non-interference in each
· others internal affair~; in order to resist the menace
. posed by· Soviet social-imperialist aggression and
superpower domination, and thus put off the outbreak of
war;
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1)
the struggle against revisionism of all
types and for the unity of the international communist
movement on the bas!s of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong
Thought, particularly the Theory of the Three Worlds ;
for the establishment of close fraternal relations
with fellow Marxist-Leninist ~ parties and organisations
in other countries, including the justly prestigious
Communist Party of China, on the basis of equality#
mutual support and non-interference in each others
internal affairs;

6)

that the Unity Committee be open to membership
by any Marxist-Leninist organisation supporting the
common line. Individual comrades not belonging to
any organisation should be encouraged to join one
and in any case will be welcome to express their views
and crtticisms to the Committee and support its
activities;

1)

that initially the Unity Committee be financed
by a mutually agreed minimum contribution from all
member organisations;

e)
that on the basis of the above and the
experience of the common struggles on mass fronts
and within the Unity Committee and its constituent
org~isat1ons, a central Congress should be convened
for the reconstltut1on of the proletar1an ~uard
party, the adoption of the programme and constitution
and the election of the Central Committee.

*************
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH F.C.A.
------------------~------

In publication of this correspondence~ the name
of the F~C.A. representative is replaced by the letter X.
Only the two letters of the WPS(M/L) are published here,
with which the M.I.G. and RM/LCL are in full agreement and
adequately cover the issues raised by the F.C.A, Besides,
the te~t of the Interim Committee's letter, dated 16.7.1979
is also published. The F.C.A. has not replied to it either.
F.C.A. Letter dated 2 May, 1979.
-~----~------------~-~---------

Dear Comrades,
In his letter of 28 September 1978 the secretary of the
Interim Committee outlined its purpose as follows:"The Interim Committee has the strict task of reporting on
the Consultative Conference meeting 9/lOth September and
will do so by reference to the published views of the
participating organisations and the contributions made by
their representatives on the subject matter under discussion."
This purpose has gradually been broadened until the Interim
Committee now sees itself as the initiator of a Unity
Committee where decisions will be reached by majority voting.
You will recall .that we put forward our position on the
formation of a Marxist-Leninist party in our letter of 15th
August, 1978.
Here again is the section relating to the
maximum programme.
"SHORT OUTLINE OF PROPOSED PARTY'S MAXIMUM PROGRAMME FOR
BRITAfi\1'
(a )
Ending of all overseas exploitation, in part1cular 1
of exploitation through the unequal exchange of
equal amounts of labour
{D)
Self-determination of Cornwall, Ireland, Isle of
Man, Scotland and Wales
(c)
The dictatorship of the proletariat"
What goes for a party goes for a Unity Committee where
decisions are reached by majority voting.
The above three points are not negotiable; nor can we accept
that they be hidden or submerged in any way. They must be
proclaimed openly.
We must therefore ask you to state whether you agree with
these three points or not.

At -the same tiine we note that we and you have a common

strategic approach, namely, opposition to Russian imperialism
and superpower hegemonism.
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Accordingly, even if you disagree with the three points
we still want to take part in any joint activity against
Russian imperialism such as that envisaged by the British
Committee - for the Lisbon .Conferenc e on the Russian
Imperialist Menace. ·
Yours fraternally, FCA.
WPS(M/L) Letter dated 4.5.79

----------------------------

Dear Comrades,
In·reply to X's letter of 2.5.79, I would first
of all like to point out that at the consultative meeting
itself last September ·it was · agreed that "the interim
committee Will prepare a report and recommendations for a
resumption of this consultative meeting and which would seek
to secure the or anic unit of the Marxist-Leninist"
movemen .
eanw
o, repor s wi
ave een su m ted by
their representatives here to their constituent bodies and
which might wish to offer further observations to the
Interim Committee," (my emphasis), see page 19 of final
transcript No.5. So I think X is wrong to put a
construction on (the Interim Committee Secretary's)letter
of 28.9.78 which I'm sure he (IC Sec) did not intend ·and allege that our "purpose has gradually broadened." I must
say that I am s~rprised to find X making this unwarranted ·
allegation which is very similar to the obstructive objections
made by the RCLB and CWLB (see RCLB letter of 22.2.79 and
article on page 10 of Voice of the People Vol.7. Nov-Dec 1978).
I must also criticise what strikes me as the
ultimatum style approach of .X's letter and the implication
that we have somehow reached breaking point over his three
points. Firstly, point (c) - the dictatorship of the
proletariat- is already explicitly in the latest . draft
of the proposals or recommendations. Secondly, point (a) ending of all overseas exploitation, in particular, of
exploitation through the unequal . exchange of equal amounts
of labour- is already implicit in paragraph 7 -point (j)
of the draft proposals, in that the fight for a new··
international ·economic order, one of the major objectives
of which is the ending of this unequal exchange, . is supported1
if X wants to add the above phrase after the reference to the
NIEO that would be all right with me. Thirdly, self-determina~
tion for Ireland, Scotland and Wales is already in
paragraph 7 point (d); so in my v.iew, the only thing you are
really making an issue of is the failure to explicitly extend
self-determination to th8· Isle of Man and Cornwall. I am in
favour of self-determination for all peoples - even for those
who do not constitute specific na~ns or nationalities. Th~
question is- how is that right to be exercised. As I · under.
stand it, the Isle of Man already has effective selfdeterminatiQn as do the Channel Islands (why not include
them?) and, while I support the right to self-determination
of the people of Cornwall, I donot believe there is ·a ny basis
for treating Cornwall in the same constitutional terms as
Scotland and Wales. We can argue about this later though.
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While I think it is ridiculous for X to make Cornwall
and the Isle of Man a breaking point 1 and I do not think
it is necessary to include them~ in order to avoid any ·
accusation from him (FCA) that we are .a gainst selfdetermination for Cornwall and the Isle of Man, we . could
add at the end of section (d) "as well as the right to
self-determination of the people· of Cornwall and the
Isle of Man."
.
··
I also take exception to X's attempt to
'downgrade 1 ·our relationship to the same level as that
we are seeking with the patriotic bourgeoisie. I detect
an uncalled for petulance in his tone which suggests a
deeper malaise~ or annoyance about something. If I am
right I hope he will com·e clean but if I am wrong I apologise
and trust· you will forgive me for getting the wrong
impress ion.
·
I trust you will be meeti~ to finalise the report
as soon as possible when X returns .•.. "
FCA Letter dated 4 June 1979.
Dear

Comrades~

Thank you for your letters.
Putting disagreements to one side for the time
being and judging from your replies we all seem to be
agreed on the first long term aim of
1
(a)
Ending ·of all overseas exploitation 1 ·in particular,
of exploitation through the unequal exchange of equal amounts
of. labour. 1 .

Unfortunately 1 looking back over Scottish Vanguard 6
The Marxist~ and the publications of the Revolutionary
Marxist-Leninist Communist League 1 there does not appear
to have been any explanation~ supported by facts and figures,
of what is meant by 'the unequal exchange of equal amounts
of labour. 1
This matter of ending imperialist exploitation is
of the greatest importance.
What · do your groups understand by "the unequal ·
exchange of equal amounts of labour?" On what facts and
figu~es is your understanding based?
How does it work out
in practice?
As far as serious politics is concerned, it is
the public standpoint of a group which counts 1 not
private assurances to other groups. Supporters and
r eaders 6 have a right to know what is going on.
Yours etc. FCA.
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Letter from WPS(ML) dated 20.6.79
------~--------------------------

Dear Comrades,
Since, despite repeated requests, X has failed
to agree to a meeting to resolve outstanding differenc·e s and
finalise the draft report ~nd proposals, we feel that the
rest of us have no choice but to go ahead without him.
Apart from the need
the drafts and reconvene the
elapsed, our main reason for
that it appears to be what X

to get on with things, circulate
meeting before a year has
coming to this conclusion is
himself is angling for.
·

We met his initial 1 preco.ndi tion 1 for a meeting,·
namely a reply to his 'three points 1 , but instead of then .
arranging a meeting he proceeds .to try and provoke a
time-consuming correspondence by raising additional
questions which could be discussed at a meeting.
On top of this he has published correspondence in
Finsbury Communist' in suc.h a way as to make it appear
that we have somehow broadened the purpose of the Interim
Committee and that we are against the dictatorship of the
proletariat, the ending of all overseas exploitation and
self .. determination for the nations within the UK state· because his readers will not have seen the draft report
and proposals which ho is supposedly criticising.
1

In fact the only outstanding issue is that of
self-determination for Cornwall and the Isle of Man.-·
X has not explained what, in his · view, this implieswhether it includes the right to secession which the
rest of us are against including in the draft proposals
with respect to Cornwall and the Isle of Man.
Apparently aware that this will look like a pretty
lame excuse for refusing to unite round the drafts, X is
casting around for additional p~etexts. In this connection
his snide comment about alleged 'private assurances'
.
concerning the ending of all overseas exploitation is qui.t e
fatuous since we are discussing matters which are to be
openly published in the report and proposals.
Furthermore, how sincere is x· when he says in his
letter of 2 May 1979 that 'even if you disagree with the
thr~e points we still want to take part in any joint
activity against Russian imperialism such as that envisaged
by the British Committee for the Lisbon Conference on the
Russian Imperialist Menace?" Yet he told no-one of the
conference he recently attended in Germany on that ver~
subject so that we could not even send a joint message.
We also heard that last month when he felt unable
to meet with (fellow members of the Interim Committee), he
was for part of the time in Scotland.
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taking the trouble to make at leas·t one 'political 1
visit - yet he never contacted us - despite the golden
opportunity to discuss his objections to the drafts.
Of course X is quite free to go wherever he wants
informing.us but his deliberate avoidance of
meetings (and opportunity for joint work against Soviet
social-imperialism) can only lead us to question how
serious he is about resolving differences and achieving
unity. Wecannot allow his obstructionism to sabotage our
work. If it is agreed to go ahead without him we can draw
up a joint statement to be appended to the drafts explaining why it had to be so. Yours etc.
withou~

P.S. .With regard to X's letter of 4 June 1979, we agree that
"ending imperi'alist exploitation is of the greatest
importance." This is clearly stated in the draft report
and proposals (and in our own Manifesto and other publications).
The ending of imperialist exploitation involves more than just
the ending of 'unequal exchange of equal amounts of labour.'
It is not surprising that the latter phrase does not appear
in our publications since, as far as ·I ·know, it is X's own
formulation.
We take it to mean two interrelated things; firstly
that, due to the industrially developed countries' monopoly
of advanced technology (partly developed on the basis of
capital accumulated from the exploitation of the Third World)
they can produce goods more cheaply on the whole than the
Third World ( ie.. more goods for the same amount of labour),
and, secondly, that on top of this the Third World is charged
inflated prices for its import~ · from the developed countries
while ·being underpaid for their exports, due to the
developed countries' domination of world trade, finance and
monetary system. Obviously there is more to it than this .
(eg. the people of the Third World are paid less for their
labour power.) but if X is not satisfied with this basic
definition it is up to him to clarify i t - after all . it is
his formulation not ours!
·
While denying that we have no opposed imperialist
exploitation in our puplications, we agree that these
issues have not been. adequately dealt with - but then .
what has or even could be by such small groups as ours with
such limited resources? The reason we are all trying to unite
into a single Party is because we are aware of the inadequacy
of the separate groups. (eg. however correct our various
formulations of how imperialism exploits the .Third· World, .
what use will it be to anyone in the .Third, Seco~d or First
World if there is no united M-L Party to effectively
mobilise our people - particularly the working class - in
support of the Third World?)
We snould certainly learn from and criticise and teach each
other whether on the question of exploitation of the Third
World (or the national question in the UK) or anything else.
But · w·e shouldn 1 t use each other 1 s alleged short-comings to
obstruct unity - as the RCIB have don·e.
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For example 1 we stick to the criticisms we made
over two years ago of what we regard as X's racist stand
over immigration when he said, among other things, in
Finsbury Communist Numbers 142 and 143 that "the
imperialist countries, with large numbers of workers
already on the dole 1 ~can no longer freely admit immigrants
from the Third World." We wrote him two letters saying
amongst other things that it is one thing to have a policy
restricting immigration generally 1 but that it is racial
discrimination to apply it only to the Third World or
New Commonwealth as the bourgeoisie prefers to call it.
·(eg. apparently X's "equal" treatment for the Third World
is to apply only to dead labour, commodities, and not the
living variety. In fact he supports the extention of
discrimination against Third World manufactures to include
discrimination against Third World immigrant~).
But since he is not objecting . to point 7 (g) of the draft
proposals and has therefore presumably seen his mistake,
we are content to leave the working out of the details of
this policy to the Unity Committee.
The draft proposals are meant to be an outline .
statement of the basis for unity .with detailed policies and
formulations to be worked out later. If we all start
insisting on lQO% agreement with our own detailed formulations
now the whole thing will break down. I think X understands
all this ·perfectly well. So is this what he wants?"
Interim Committee Letter dated 16.7.79 to F.C.A.
-------·---~------------------~----------------

Dear X,

We regret that you did ·not attend the Interim
Oommittee•meeting yesterday of which you were notified by
(WPSML). You did . not even bother to · intimate to . us that
you would not be ~ble to attend for whatever reason.

However 1 fulfilling ·its obligations, the Interim
COmmittee decided to circulate its Report in a fortnight's
time to the Ma.rxis·t-Leninist ·organisations expected to
participate in the reco~vened · consultative Meeting • .
The Committee noted your persistent refusal to
meet fellow members of the Interim Committee to discuss and
iron out your d~fferences with .them and your failure to
attend its meeting.
·
Under these circumstances it was agreed to
request you to submit your views or differences in writing
within a fortnight's time on any issues relevant to the
Report. These will be circulated along with the Report.
Looking forward keenly to your reply 1
Yours etc.
for the Interim Committee.
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